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Elgar Encyclopedia of Pricing 


Edited by Andreas Hinterhuber



The Elgar Encyclopedia of Pricing presents a holistic view of cutting-edge topics, practical insights, and global perspectives on pricing. In-depth entries cover everything from behavioral pricing and artificial intelligence to sustainab... 
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Making and Breaking Gender Inequalities in Work 


Edited by Mia Rönnmar, Susan Hayter



This timely book expertly analyses the persistence of gender inequalities in work. Despite the progress made through frameworks regulating work and employment relations, the COVID-19 pandemic exposed and exacerbated gender divides in lab... 



Hardback (June 2024)

List price £95.00



Member price £85.50
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Fixing Prices 


Franck Cochoy, Johan Hagberg, Hans Kjellberg



Shedding light on a range of price fixing mechanisms and price display technologies, this incisive book offers a clear overview of the retail price setting, posting and adjusting processes. Based on a detailed study of a century of prici... 
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Member price £81.00
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Clusters in Times of Uncertainty 


Edited by Luciana Lazzeretti, Tamane Ozeki, Silvia R. Sedita, Francesco Capone



Delivering a global perspective, Clusters in Times of Uncertainty follows the transformation of clusters in a world defined by digital collaboration and green economies. In this innovative book, contributors deconstruct and compare examp... 



Hardback (April 2024)

List price £110.00



Member price £99.00
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The Elgar Companion to Information Economics 


Edited by Daphne R. Raban, Julia Włodarczyk



The Elgar Companion to Information Economics dexterously navigates this interdisciplinary field of research which celebrates the crucial contribution of information to decision making, market dynamics, and economic well-being. Offering a... 



Hardback (2024)

List price £240.00



Member price £216.00
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Research Companion to Construction Economics 


Edited by George Ofori



This innovative Research Companion considers the history, nature and status of construction economics, and its need for development as a field in order to be recognised as a distinct discipline. It presents a state-of-the-art review of c... 
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Handbook of Innovation and Regulation 


Edited by Pontus Braunerhjelm, Martin Andersson, Knut Blind, Johan E. Eklund



This comprehensive Handbook presents thoughtful analysis on how regulations can impact innovation within a number of regulatory fields and markets, and provides a greater understanding of regulatory complexity and the challenging task it... 



Hardback (2023)

List price £205.00



Member price £184.50
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Elgar Encyclopedia of Labour Studies 


Edited by Tor Eriksson



This authoritative Elgar Encyclopedia provides a comprehensive overview of central concepts in labour studies, and how they can be used to analyse labour markets. Examining regional and sectoral labour markets alongside the internal labo... 



Hardback (2023)

List price £170.00



Member price £153.00
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The Rise of Blockchains 


Nir Kshetri



Timely and invigorating, this book explores how blockchain technology is disrupting economies and transforming societies. It offers detailed insights into the synergistic and complementary effects of blockchain and other new and emerging... 
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How to Engage Policy Makers with Your Research 


Edited by Tim Vorley, Syahirah Abdul Rahman, Lauren Tuckerman, Phil Wallace



Increasingly, academics are finding that engaging with external stakeholders can be both fruitful in undertaking research and an effective way to impact policy. With insightful and practical advice from a diverse range of contributors, i... 



Hardback (2022)

List price £104.00



Member price £93.60
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Handbook of Research Methods and Applications in Empirical Microeconomics 


Edited by Nigar Hashimzade, Michael A. Thornton



Written in a comprehensive yet accessible style, this Handbook introduces readers to a range of modern empirical methods with applications in microeconomics, illustrating how to use two of the most popular software packages, Stata and R,... 



Hardback (2021)

List price £262.00



Member price £235.80
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Economics and Power in EU Chemicals Policy and Regulation 


Laura Maxim



In this timely and insightful book, Laura Maxim evaluates the use of socio-economic analysis (SEA) in the regulation of potentially carcinogenic, mutagenic, and toxic chemicals. Retracing the history of the use of cost-benefit analysis i... 



Hardback (2023)

List price £90.00



Member price £81.00
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